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Chapter 671 Plans 

Seemingly happy to see Lin Rui, who was not much at home, Uncle Mike put down the hose he was 

holding to water the lawn and walked over to Lin Rui’s yard. 

“I heard you’ve been working with Tony Stark as an assistant again, are you back on vacation this time?” 

Uncle Mike looked at Lin Rui and asked with a smile, while his eyes were reluctantly withdrawn from the 

super cool car behind Lin Rui. 

Ever since Lin Rui and Tony started working together, Lin Rui has been pretty squarely out of school and 

not spending much time at home. 

And the neighborhood and what not have stopped treating Lin Rui as an ordinary high school student, 

now Lin Rui is the kid next door and his performance had nearly crushed the entire youth group. 

If you look at the entire United States, how many people can follow Tony Stark’s side to do 

experiments? 

“En! Mr. Stark also knows that I haven’t been home for a long time, so he gave me a vacation this time.” 

Hearing Uncle Mike’s words, Lin Rui replied with the same smile. Lin Rui was already very skilled in 

dealing with such greetings from the neighbors. 

“Haha, it seems Mr. Stark cares about you too! That, little Jackson, my son is going to graduate from MIT 

this year, and he has won scholarships for two years in a row, you see ……” Hearing Lin Rui’s answer, 

Uncle Mike continued with a smile on his face. 

The neighbor’s kid has spotted Tony Stark and Lin Rui and Lin Rui comes home in a different Sports Car 

every time. Lin Rui’s parents face many requests from their neighbors for help in introducing their 

children to Tony Stark or his company. 

They push and drag when they can as they can’t bother their son and Tony. 

This time, Lin Rui was able to come home for once, and after being bumped into by Uncle Mike, how 

could he give up such an opportunity. 

Uncle Mike’s son is also a very good talent, at least he is in MIT which is quite good and he is also an 

outstanding talent. 

After knowing that one of his neighbors’ high school students is working with Tony Stark, Uncle Mike’s 

son also begged his dad to help him and to see if he could get on the line and let him go to work for 

Stark Industries’ core areas. 

However, Uncle Mike is obviously going to be disappointed. Based on the relationship between Lin Rui 

and Tony, Lin Rui can help with such a small favor but he will not do so. If he helped someone today 

then some other people will come to his home the next day and soon, the door of his house will be 

blocked by many people. 



“Uh …… that, Uncle Mike, my friend has been waiting for me for a long time, I’m going home first!” 

Without letting Uncle Mike finish his sentence, Lin Rui waved his hand and already walked towards his 

yard. 

“Hey! Jackson, you…” Seeing Lin Rui leaving, Uncle Mike followed and shouted a few words. 

However, the next second, Uncle Mike suddenly closed his mouth because he saw a sturdy figure 

walking out from Lin Rui’s house and that person’s body unintentionally revealed an aura that made 

chills crawl up Uncle Mike’s body. 

Then, Uncle Mike muttered something for some time and then packed up the hose and went home. 

Phew! 

“Hi! Thor! It’s been a long time!” After bypassing Uncle Mike, Lin Rui smiled and waved as he looked at 

Thor, who was walking towards him. 

However, Thor did not give Lin Rui any response. Moreover, looking at his face, it seems that his mood 

did not get better because of Lin Rui’s quick return. 

Brush! 

Just when Lin Rui walked two meters away from Thor, Thor suddenly raised his right hand and cupped it 

into a fist, and blasted it at Lin Rui. 

Zi la ~ 

“Damn! No way! This is the door of my house! There are many SHIELD agents nearby! Although I don’t 

care about hiding my identity now, it’s a bit unnatural for you to do this!” Lin Rui thought helplessly as 

he saw the traces of electric arcs flashing on Thor’s fist. 

After all, Lin Rui has been using Tony as a cover, but his behavior is so similar to that of Mirage Knight 

that Shield will know sooner or later that he is Mirage Knight. 

Now that League of Defenders has allied with Shield, Lin Rui is not so concerned about when his identity 

will be revealed. But even if he does reveal himself as Mirage Knight, Lin Rui has to make a choice. He 

doesn’t want to be identified in such a passive situation. 

Therefore, in the face of Thor’s blow with the power of thunder, Lin Rui just built an invisible internal 

energy defense in front of him, and then abruptly accepted Thor’s blow. 

Pū~ 

After a soft sound, Lin Rui’s protective body internal energy was directly crushed by Thor’s fist. 

Then Thor’s fist hit Lin Rui’s chest. Feeling the power of thunder and lightning rushing into his body, Lin 

Rui had a hard smile on his face and it seemed this was a normal way to greet a good friend. 

“It’s really been a long time since I saw you.” Thor, who punched Lin Rui quickly retracted his fist, then 

looked at Lin Rui and smiled. 



“Haha, since you are so enthusiastic the I also have to express my feelings!” Although he suffered a 

small loss just now, Lin Rui didn’t plan to not do anything as he also wanted to give Thor one back. 

While talking, Lin Rui also stretched out his fist and blasted it towards Thor’s chest. In the eyes of 

outsiders, this is Lin Rui’s normal reaction after seeing a good friend. However, Lin Rui accumulated a 

violent Internal Energy on his fist and just blasted in towards Thor. 

“Oh, no, we’d better go in first, your father is cooking your favorite dish.” Seeing Lin Rui’s fist, Thor 

quickly turned around and retreated while quickly saying. 

Phew! 

After Thor turned and walked away, Lin Rui’s punch hit the empty space in front of him. In order to 

prevent the secret agents from seeing anything, Lin Rui had to withdraw his fist at the last moment, 

which also made Lin Rui panic for a while. 

“Thor, wait for me! “Lin Rui looked at Thor’s back and muttered helplessly in his heart. 

Then Lin Rui followed Thor back home. In the past, Lin Rui would contact his family at least every day 

when he left home. This time, after losing contact for so many days, his family was quite worried. 

Therefore, when Lin Rui came home this time, Lin Hai made a table of good dishes by himself. And Thor 

was also happy about it as he can’t eat such authentic Chinese food outside. 

And after Lin Rui and Thor’s figures disappeared in the doorway, several eyes in the dark also silently 

retracted. 

Just now Lin Rui and Thor’s subtle exchange of words did go unnoticed by anyone, even these few 

agents who were secretly protecting Lin Rui’s family did not see it. 

Chapter 672 Staring 

However, Lin Rui, who went home with Thor, did not see that in his next door, there was another sight 

besides Uncle Mike watching him. That was Tom, who had been back home for more than a month. 

“Jackson, you’re still doing what you love.” Standing by the window of his room on the second floor and 

watching Lin Rui’s home, Tom’s eyes were dim as he whispered in the darkness. 

Since Lin Rui rescued Tom more than a month ago, he has been suspended from school until today. 

Although Tom’s family was very happy about his return, they are also very confused about what 

happened to Tom. 

The missing Tom has not only undergone tremendous changes in his body, but he also has a change in 

his personality. The former Tom was a sunny and cheerful child, but now Tom hides in his room all day 

long without going out or going to school. 

For Tom’s change, Tom’s family also wanted to clarify these things. They asked Tom more than once 

about what happened during his disappearance, but Tom never answered their questions. 



And his family did not dare to force him to answer. After all, Tom’s eyes would show a very painful look 

in them whenever they asked these questions. Tom’s family also guessed that Tom must have 

experienced some very bad things when he disappeared to make him like this. 

Therefore, even if the current Tom had become like this, and even if he doesn’t go out all day and he 

doesn’t communicate much with others. His family still cares about him and they are hoping that Tom 

will recover to his normal self someday. 

However, they didn’t know what happened to Tom. His current state is not because of any horrible 

things he has suffered, but because he can no longer adapt to the life of this ordinary person. 

Kakaka~ 

Staring at the location of Lin Rui’s house, Tom heard the sound of metal cracking in his hand and he saw 

that he had pinched a metal ball in his hand, but now he had directly crushed it with great strength. 

Tom, who has successfully become Hydra’s latest Winter Soldier, is now stronger than the missing older 

generation Winter Soldier Bucky. 

The metal ball in his hand was crushed and Tom’s eyes slowly returned to his normal self. Looking down 

at the broken metal ball in his hand, Tom didn’t know what to think. 

Huh~ 

“After experiencing those things, how can I return to a normal and safe life?” Tom thought silently while 

throwing the broken metal ball into the trash can. 

Although Lin Rui used special means to take some risks to remind Tom of what happened before he was 

transformed into a Winter Soldier, he did not have the ability to eliminate all the memories that Tom 

experienced after being captured by Hydra. 

Therefore, Tom knows very well in his heart what this world is really like, and he also knows what kind 

of person his best friend who grew up playing with him is. 

If Tom wants to return to normal life then it’s not impossible. In the period of time when Hydra has been 

destroyed, Tom has become much more mature than his peers. 

Tom can hide his differences pretty well if he wants to go back to school. But he didn’t want to go back 

and look like an ordinary person again. After all, Tom was far from the same as before. 

“League of Defenders? SHIELD? X-Men? Perhaps this kind of world would be the most exciting.” Tom 

murmured softly as he stretched out his fingers and traced a pattern on the table. 

Pū! 

“Jackson, if you don’t want to risk me becoming one of you. Maybe…I can do it myself…” A finger poked 

silently into the table, and Tom’s eyes lit up as he whispered. 

… 

In the living room of Lin Rui’s home, Lin Rui’s father, Lin Hai is busy walking around. His genius son has 

finally returned home and Lin Hai made a lot of dishes that Lin Rui loved. 



“Haha! Come on, Thor, right? Jackson doesn’t have many friends, and even fewer of them come to the 

house, so you must be a close friend.” The food was already served and Lin Hai quickly said to Thor who 

had not yet taken his seat. 

“Uh… then I’ll sit here.” Embarrassed by Lin Hai’s warm reception, Thor sits down at the table. 

Lin Rui silently rolls his eyes when he saw Thor unceremoniously sitting down. Thor, who had just 

attacked him at the door when he was out in the open, had the nerve to sit down and eat a meal 

specially prepared for him by his father. 

Huh~ 

Lin Rui also sat down at the table while feeling grumpy. 

“Thor, you don’t look like a student, how old are you? Do you also work in Stark Industries?” Lin Hai, 

who was sitting in the main seat, looked very happy and asked Thor in front of him. 

“I am not a student, this year… er… I am 26 years old this year. I also don’t work in the Stark Industries. I 

work in a home for stray dogs and take care of them.” Hearing Lin Hai’s question, Thor let go the 

chopsticks in his hand answered. 

Fortunately, Thor had some intelligence, otherwise, he would have reported his real age. 

“Oh~ then you…” Hearing Thor’s answer, Lin Hai obviously has other things to ask. 

Since Lin Rui became Mirage Knight and got into a partnership with Tony, Lin Hai has become more and 

more ignorant of him and now he finally got to meet a friend of his son so Lin Hai, of course, has to find 

more out. 

“Dad, Thor is the friend I met during my internship in New Mexico last time. He came to work in New 

York some time ago. We kept in touch and he couldn’t get in touch with me some time ago, so he was a 

little worried. You don’t need to ask a lot of questions. He will feel embarrassed too.” Lin Rui helplessly 

explained as he knew of his father’s thoughts. 

“Haha, then I won’t talk a lot, eat. Thor, can you use chopsticks? Wai a little, I will give you a knife and a 

fork.” Lin Hai smiled awkwardly when he heard his son’s words and he finally asked Thor if he could use 

chopsticks. 

“No problem, Jackson has taught me to use chopsticks since I came to …… New York.” Thor replied with 

a smile after demonstrating a few times with chopsticks. 

Then, Thor had a great lunch for the first time at Lin Rui’s house. And after lunch was over, Lin Hai did 

not ask Lin Rui to help clean up and wash the dishes but let him and Thor go out for a stroll. 

After all, Lin Hai could see that Thor had something to say to Lin Rui. So, after the meal, Lin Rui took Thor 

out for a stroll around his own neighborhood. 

Chapter 673 Chat 



Although the afternoon sun is strong, but today there are still a lot of clouds in the sky, and Lin Rui and 

Thor will not care about this sunlight, the two just walk casually around the park next to the 

neighborhood. 

“You mean, that Bifrost appeared when you came back to this earth? And you just borrowed Asgard’s 

Bifrost and transferred here, and you didn’t see the current situation of Asgard at all?” Thor was a little 

disappointed as he looked at the path in front of him and asked again. 

Just now, Lin Rui has explained to Thor the reason for the appearance of Bifrost. He didn’t really have 

the time to see what was going on with Asgard, so Thor is clearly in a low mood. 

“Well, in fact, I don’t really have that much influence. Someone helped us to borrow Asgard’s Bifrost to 

come back. Otherwise, I don’t know when I would have returned to Earth this time.” Lin Rui continued 

to talk while kicking a small stone with his foot. 

Because Thor’s focus was mainly on what happened to the Bifrost, Lin Rui did not say how he 

accidentally left the Earth and what happened on that Alien Planet. He just said that the Bifrost 

appeared because of him, and if he told all the previous things, it would probably take him until the 

evening to finish. 

“Someone helped you? Is he from Earth?” Thor’s eyes suddenly lit up and he quickly asked when he 

heard Lin Rui’s words. 

Thor has not yet noticed why Lin Rui would use Asgard’s Bifrost, nor has he heard Lin Rui say that he 

came back from an Alien Planet, what he cares about now is whether he can use the Bifrost to go back 

to Asgard. 

If someone was able to borrow Bifrost then it must be a person who can speak in front of Odin, then 

Thor may be able to go back to Asgard through him earlier. 

“Uh…yes, he is from Earth. And, I think you know him too.” Seeing the expression on Thor’s face, Lin Rui 

also guessed what was on his mind right now, and Lin Rui directly spoke as he didn’t intend to hide 

anything. 

“I know him? Someone from Earth who can borrow Bifrost from Asgard, such a character…” Hearing Lin 

Rui’s answer, Thor slightly frowned in thoughts. It seems that he is also thinking about who this person 

is. 

Brush! 

After thinking for two seconds, Thor suddenly raised his head and stared dead at Lin Rui, the light in his 

eyes was not only unexpected, but also a little surprised, or perhaps a little jealous. 

“You wouldn’t happen… that someone is… the Sorcerer Supreme?” Thor asked hesitantly while staring 

at Lin Rui. 

Lin Rui smiled at Thor’s cautious expression. It seems that even the arrogant Prince of Asgard is very 

scared of Ancient One, the Sorcerer Supreme! 

“Yes, It’s the Ancient One.” Lin Rui answered seriously. 



Huh~ 

Hearing the affirmative answer from Lin Rui’s mouth, Thor’s eyes that just lit up because he knew Lin Rui 

could use Bifrost quickly darkened. 

“Huhh! If it’s the Sorcerer Supreme then I won’t have a chance to return to Asgard through him.” Thor’s 

eyes drifted to the small lake in the park again as he spoke with a helpless expression on his face. 

The Ancient One is an influential figure of the same level as Odin, even Thor’s father Odin is quite vary of 

Ancient One. Although their relationship is pretty good, which gives Thor more courage, he will not go to 

Ancient One and ask him to help him go back to Asgard. 

The current Thor is too low in terms of strength and qualifications, even if he was still the Prince of 

Asgard, who has some of his Powers, he will still be quite weak when facing Ancient One. 

Perhaps Thor can wait until he awakens all of his powers and summons Mj?llnir. At that time, he might 

speak to the Sorcerer Supreme on an equal footing. However, he doesn’t know when that day will come. 

“I don’t know about that but I’m also not very familiar with Ancient One. I’m a little surprised he 

stepped in to help me this time.” Lin Rui continues to speak with a smile on his face. 

Whew!! 

Just after Lin Rui said these words, Thor, who was originally facing the lake, suddenly turned around and 

stretched out his hands to grab Lin Rui’s shoulders. Then, he looked up and down at Lin Rui. 

“En? What are you doing?” Lin Rui asked curiously when he was caught by Thor and he spoke while 

looking at his scrutinizing eyes. 

After Lin Rui opened his mouth, Thor had also let go of his hands in response to his struggle. 

“No, since you are the descendant of the Sorcerer Supreme then I am not surprised that you have such 

strength. But what I’m surprised about is why you’re not a practitioner of Earth Magic? Although the 

Magic practiced by the Earth Sorcerers is not the same as Asgard’s but it’s not weak in power.” After 

releasing Lin Rui, Thor continued to gaze at Lin Rui and asked. 

From the time Thor first came to Earth and met Lin Rui, Thor had perceived that Lin Rui’s strength is 

extraordinary, he also once tried to guess Lin Rui’s origin but he never had a clue. 

Later, after familiarizing himself with the current situation on Earth, Thor thought that Lin Rui might be 

the same as other Vigilante or Superheros who got some chance encounter to have such strength. 

However, today Lin Rui said that the Sorcerer Supreme is someone he knew and the Ancient One also 

helped him, which means that Lin Rui must have a great background and origin. 

If Lin Rui is the personal disciple of the Sorcerer Supreme then his status will not be lower than Thor who 

is the Crown Prince of Asgard. However, Lin Rui’s strength, although very strong, has nothing at all to do 

with the Earth Sorcerers. 

“This…As I said, although I know Ancient One, we are not very familiar with each other. Moreover, even 

if I like magic and even if there are Sorcerers who are willing to teach me. My talent in Magic is very low, 



and I will not achieve much even if I trained in it.” Lin Rui explained helplessly when he heard Thor’s 

words. 

After seeing Jack’s strength two days ago, Lin Rui was also very envious. Jack himself was a physically 

enhanced Level 3 Mutant, and his strength was at the bottom of the ever-improving League of 

Defenders. 

But since he went to study magic for two months, there is probably no one else in the League of 

Defenders who is Jack’s opponent except himself. One can see that if you have talent then magic is 

something that can quickly increase your power. 

“No magic talent …… haha, then that can’t be helped!” Hearing Lin Rui’s answer, Thor froze then 

laughed. 

Originally Thor had thought that Lin Rui couldn’t stand the boring life of learning magic, but he didn’t 

expect that he was not talented enough. In Thor’s original impression, Lin Rui was a genius. Sure 

enough, even geniuses have their own shortcomings. 

“Yes, but even if I can’t learn magic, I have other ways to increase my strength.” Lin Rui said with a firm 

look in his eyes after Thor spoke. 

Chapter 674 Reassurance 

Although Lin Rui’s magic talent is indeed very poor, and he will not spend a lot of time learning magic 

with no hope, it does not mean that he will not become a strong man. 

According to Lin Rui’s current training system, he can also become an influential figure that can be 

influential enough to do anything he wants in the universe in the future. Of course, that will cost a lot of 

Reward Points and time. 

“Hehe, I believe you!” Thor smiled and replied as he saw Lin Rui’s seriousness and determination. 

Even though Thor has recovered some part of his powers, if he really fought with Lin Rui in front of him, 

Thor felt that he still had a higher chance of losing. 

However, as long as he can fully recover his previous strength, then Thor will be able to fight against Lin 

Rui without losing. However, no one knows what strength Lin Rui will gain at that time. 

“Well, now that you know that Bifrost appeared two days ago because of me, you don’t have to worry 

so much.” Lin Rui continued to speak with a smile on his face after speaking about Ancient One. 

“That’s right, Asgard is still fighting against the Frost Giants. Loki may not be as strong as I am, but he is 

strong enough to be a Commander.” Thor was relieved that no one from Asgard had come through the 

Bifrost. 

“By the way, I didn’t ask you just now, how did you get to the outer space and have to transit through 

Bifrost to get back to Earth?” After understanding what he was concerned about, the nervous Thor 

realized that this guy seemed to have spent several days in the universe before he came back. 

“Haha…I thought you wouldn’t ask?” Lin Rui smiled and said when he heard Thor’s words. 



Then Lin Rui briefly explained to Thor how he accidentally left the Earth, and then how difficult it was to 

return to the earth. And Thor’s expressions kept changing as he listened to Lin Rui’s experiences. 

“Jackson, I have to say, you are the first person from Earth that I admire!” After hearing Lin Rui’s 

explanation, Thor looked at him and said seriously. 

Although what Lin Rui has just said is very simple, after all, he does not mean to show off or anything 

and he only gave out a brief introduction of his own experience. 

However, Lin Rui’s experience in the past few days is enough to shock Thor. Whether they were the 

Beasts of the Primeval Forest or the terrifying tentacled monster that appeared in the background, Thor 

had a rough idea of ??how powerful they were. 

Thor is impressed that Lin Rui was able to survive in those conditions and he even fought them so many 

times. 

“Oh, I can be proud of being admired by the Prince of Asgard.” Hearing Thor’s words, Lin Rui retorted 

back with a smile. 

“You’re welcome! Well, since I now know that that Bifrost is not from Asgard, I am relieved.” Thor was 

completely relieved after he talked with Lin Rui. 

Even though he doesn’t have the courage to go back to Asgard with the help of Ancient One and even if 

he did go to look for Ancient One, maybe the Ancient One wouldn’t talk to him. 

The good news for Thor is that Loki, who is either on Asgard or on the front lines of the war, has not 

returned or sent people to disturb Thor’s life on Earth. 

“Although I only stayed in Asgard for less than ten seconds, I learned something from Ancient One about 

the current status of the Nine Realms. Since you were banished to the Earth, the Frost Giant attacked 

your father and they failed because of Loki. Your Father was seriously injured. Then the war broke out 

between the Asgard and the Frost Giants. At first, Asgard had the advantage. But…” Seeing Thor’s 

expression, Lin Rui continued to speak, saying something he didn’t intend to say. 

The Frost Giants were fighting against Asgard, which Thor had known for a long time. Last time, when 

Loki came to Earth, he mentioned the war to Thor, and he also gloated about the fact that he is the 

Commander on the battlefield. So, Thor was not surprised when Lin Rui said this. 

“En? But what? It’s just the Frost Giants. With Asgard’s strength, the war may be over at this time. 

Although I don’t want to admit it, Loki’s talent in leading the battle is quite good.” Thor knows about the 

war between Asgard and the Frost Giants and he didn’t worry that Asgard would not be able to defeat 

the Frost Giants, but Lin Rui’s unwillingness to speak made Thor a little confused. 

“Of course I know that with Asgard’s strength, the Frost Giants will certainly not pose any threat to 

Asgard. However, I have heard that the Dark Elf’s have also joined the war, and they have joined forces 

with the Frost Giants.” Seeing Thor’s doubts, Lin Rui continued. 

Of course, Lin Rui didn’t hear anything from Ancient One, he merely said what he knew plausibly. After 

all, according to the normal development of the plot, Dark Elfs were bound to appear at this time. 



In the original plot, Thor returned to Asgard after spending a few days on Earth, because Odin was 

reluctant to let Loki beat Thor half to death with his Destroyer. But now because of Lin Rui’s 

intervention, Tony’s Iron Man Army directly annihilated the Destroyer. 

Thor was not mortally wounded, and Odin did not release him from Seals bounding his powers, and 

continued his exile on Earth. According to the development of the timeline, Asgard should now be facing 

the joint efforts of Dark Elfs and Frost Giants. 

If we go by Lin Rui’s memory of the movie plot, Dark Elf’s strike also led to the death of Thor’s mother. 

However, in addition to this, the Reality Stone, which is on the same level as the Magic Cube, also 

appeared at this time. 

The research of Thor’s ex-girlfriend Jane Foster made her crossed over space to Dark Elf’s territory, thus 

being possessed by the Reality Stone. 

“Although the plot has changed a lot by now, some things should still happen. The power of the World 

won’t let me change the plot like this forever.” Lin Rui thought as he watched Thor. 

Of course, Lin Rui didn’t tell this piece of news casually. He just wants to provoke Thor after seeing that 

he seems to have become more and more comfortable with his life on Earth. 

This time, Thor was only worried when he saw Bifrost, but he was instantly relieved when he learned 

that it was Lin Rui who came from the Bifrost. This is not what Lin Rui wants. Despite Loki’s threat, Lin 

Rui himself needs a Thor with his full powers to help him. 

Chapter 675 Stimulation 

Judging from Lin Rui’s long experience, the stronger his strength and the greater his influence, the 

greater the change in the plot and the greater the power that would influence him. 

And Lin Rui had already known what this power was, it was the power of the world itself. 

For example, Not long ago, Lin Rui went with Tony’s Iron Man army to save Miss Pepper from being 

controlled by Killian. 

However, he was attracted by the Space Fluctuations of the Magic Cube and left the Earth through the 

Space Portal, spending many days in the universe. If Lin Rui hadn’t come back then the power of this 

World would have the time to minimize the impact that Lin Rui has already made. 

That time, the Space Portal automatically disappeared after Lin Rui and Deadpool were sent away, and 

other people had no news of Lin Rui. 

On the other side of the Space Portal was a primitive planet full of dangers, and it was also a planet with 

a Sealed-Lifeform hidden in it. Even if Lin Rui can survive in the primeval forest, it is almost absolutely 

impossible for him to survive in the hands of the S-Class lifeform. 

This time Lin Rui’s accident was supposed to be an important attack by the world forces on him, but Lin 

Rui came back safely. It was difficult, and there was more than one danger, but Lin Rui made it through. 



The accident also allowed Lin Rui to get to know Star-Lord, Rocket, and Groot from the Guardian of the 

Galaxy in advance, and he learned from Star-Lord that they had already experienced the Guardian of the 

Galaxy I Episode, so the Power Stone is now in the hands of the Nova Corps. 

This information may not be of much use to Lin Rui now, but there is no guarantee that it will not play 

any role in the future. 

The power of the world not only did not succeed in making him disappear but it caused his own strength 

to greatly improve which was counter-effective. 

And now Lin Rui’s strength has reached the point where the power of the world has no particularly good 

way to deal with it. After all, Lin Rui has Iron Man, Captain America, and X-Men behind him. Lin Rui also 

has the help of the System and the Ancient One. 

Moreover, now Thor’s divine power is not the strongest even after Recovery, only when he really 

awakens the power of Thor will he reach the level of his father Odin. 

However, Lin Rui said that Asgard was attacked by the Frost Giants and Dark Elfs in order to stimulate 

Thor after realizing that Thor had become a little too comfortable with his life on the Earth. 

Lin Rui couldn’t really let Thor settle in his current life. Even if Lin Rui has grown out of fear of Loki by the 

time he returns to Earth next time, Lin Rui won’t let Thor recover so slowly. Moreover, even after 

Recovery, Thor’s power is not his strongest. 

Only when he awakens his real power would he reach the level of his father, Odin. 

“What did you say?!” Sure enough, after hearing Lin Rui’s words, Thor asked loudly with a serious light 

in his eyes. 

“Although Ancient One said it in a casual way but I don’t think Asgard’s situation is very good now.” 

Seeing Thor’s reaction, Lin Rui continued to stimulate him. 

ZiZi~ 

Just as Lin Rui finished these words, two subtle blue electric auras suddenly flashed out from Thor’s 

eyes. 

Kakaka~ 

Then, a hint of electricity also emerged from Thor’s unconsciously clenched fist. 

Lin Rui raised his eyebrows when he felt the rising aura on Thor’s body. Just after Thor heard that Asgard 

was suffering from a possible crisis, the strength he exploded out at this moment had surpassed that of 

the punch he had just punched Lin Rui with. 

It can be said that Asgard is still the most important thing for Thor as he was able to directly release 

more of his powers at this moment. 

“What the hell is Father thinking!? Why would he not release me from his seals now that Asgard is being 

attacked by Frost Giants and Dark Elfs, he should let me help even if I had made a mistake.” Thor 

growled helplessly. 



Although Thor has broken through a part of Odin’s Seal with his own power and some of Thor’s power 

has gradually returned to him. But there is still a long time before he fully recovers, so Thor is very 

anxious at this moment, he really wants to return to Asgard immediately to help his home on the 

battlefield against the enemy. 

“Thor, though that’s probably true. But it is for your own good that your father does not allow you to 

return to Asgard. Do you still think that your father is punishing you for your mistake?” Seeing Thor’s 

incomprehensible expression, Lin Rui spoke with a strange light in his eyes. 

“For me? It’s not punishment then what is it?” Thor didn’t understand the meaning behind Lin Rui’s 

words and asked. 

In Thor’s view, this battle between Asgard and Frost Giant was entirely due to his own recklessness, and 

the punishment was understandable. But what Thor didn’t understand was why the punishment had to 

last so long, and it also when Asgard was being threatened. 

“Thor, you can use some of your own power now. But, have you noticed that you are now different from 

before?” Lin Rui asked seriously as he looked at Thor. 

Now Lin Rui is also guessing and gambling. He is betting that what Thor awakens after experiencing the 

life of ordinary people is the real power that belongs to him, the God of Thunder. 

That way, when the real Thor comes back, he’ll be far stronger than the one who relied on Mjolnir. 

“En!? How did you know?!” The expression on Thor’s face condensed when he heard Lin Rui’s words 

and he stared at Lin Rui and asked seriously. 

As Thor continued to live on Earth, he learned more and more about responsibility. Of course, Thor, 

losing his strength, has learned how to live as an ordinary person, and his character has become more 

and more perfect. 

Thus, Thor awakens his true power and breaks through Odin’s Seal. Odin has left Thor alone since he 

banished him to Earth, and he certainly won’t relax on his own Seal. 

“How do I know? Well, you can take it as a guess. Besides, I also have some secrets!” Seeing Thor’s 

serious eyes, Lin Rui replies with a smile. 

Sure enough, he guessed it right! Seeing Thor’s expression, Lin Rui knew he must have bet correctly that 

Thor was able to awaken his true power this time. 

“Even if you guessed it. As for your little secret, I will know it sooner or later!” Hearing Lin Rui’s answer, 

Thor retracted his solemn eyes and said lightly. 

“However, even if Father wants me to awaken my power, shouldn’t I be on Asgard at this time? On the 

battlefield, I can exert my greatest strength and awaken my powers at a faster rate!” 

“This…maybe the current battlefield doesn’t require your presence? Have you ever thought about 

that?” Lin Rui’s eyes flashed as he spoke after hearing Thor’s question. 

Chapter 676 Change 



“Eh? What do you mean? ……” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Thor raised his eyebrows as if he thought of 

something. 

“I mean, even if Asgard is attacked by the Frost Giants and Dark Elfs now, it can still persist. And your 

current mission is to fully awaken your own powers so that you will play a greater role in the future.” Lin 

Rui said slowly while looking at Thor. 

“Do you really think so? Thor asks with a twinkle in his eyes at Lin Rui’s words. 

Thor is also very confident about the strength of Asgard, mainly because Thor is very confident about 

the strength of his father Odin. Asgard could not be breached as long as Odin was alive, this is Thor’s 

belief. 

“Of course. And do you think your father would have sealed your power if Asgard had not held out?” In 

order to persuade Thor, Lin Rui had to lie with his eyes open. 

“Okay, I get it. Jackson, don’t worry, I will definitely awaken my Powers as fast as possible!” Hearing this, 

Thor suddenly figured it out and looked at Lin Rui and said seriously. 

After knowing Lin Rui’s hidden identity, Thor has already guessed what Lin Rui’s possible intention is to 

help him. Besides making a friend from Asgard, Lin Rui needs his strength. 

However, Thor, who already regards Lin Rui as his friend, does not mind Lin Rui’s intention. Anyway, if 

he has recovered his powers then these little flies that Lin Rui is now facing will not matter. 

However, Thor did not know that when he fully recovered his strength afterward, the trouble Lin Rui will 

encounter would have reached a point where Thor could hardly handle it, and it was only then that Thor 

felt the Special Talent of his friend, which was to cause trouble! 

“Haha! That’s right! Only if your own strength recovers quickly, you can deal with anything that may 

happen next.” Lin Rui smiled and said as he saw the fighting spirit in Thor’s eyes. 

“Now Jackson, would you like to see how far I’ve recovered?” The anxiety and worry in Thor’s heart 

disappear completely as he asked in his combative voice while staring at Lin Rui. 

Although his power has only awakened by a little, Thor can’t help it anymore. Thor has a natural warlike 

characteristic in his body. Before he had no power at all so he didn’t fight but now that he had 

recovered some of his powers, he can’t help but crave a fight. 

“En? Are you going to fight me?” Lin Rui asked somewhat unexpectedly when he heard Thor’s words. 

Although the power contained in Thor’s punch just now was not small, Lin Rui also roughly judged Thor’s 

strength at this time. 

After comparing it with his own strength, Lin Rui felt that there was still no chance for Thor to fight him. 

As long as Lin Rui is serious, this level of lightning attack will not be able to break Lin Rui’s defense. 

“Just say whether you are willing or not?!” Seeing that Lin Rui did not seem to have much interest, Thor 

asked one more time with a stern expression on his face. 



“I’d love to, but this isn’t the right place. We’ll try another place next time.” Lin Rui explains faintly while 

looking around the park. 

Although Shield’s surveillance of Lin Rui has been reduced since he was apparently linked to TonyStark, 

it’s just that a few low-level Shield agents are stationed near his home to protect his parents. 

However, as a special person and an Alien, Thor is being monitored by the SHIELD. There are several 

agents in the park keeping an eye on Thor and Lin Rui, though the surveillance is getting weaker as Thor 

becomes more and more ordinary. 

“Next time then, but I’m worried that you missed the only chance to defeat me!” Thor instantly 

understood what Lin Rui meant when he heard his words, so he went on to say. However, Thor was very 

confident in his own strength. 

“Then just wait.” 

Dī Dī Drops~ 

While Lin Rui and Thor were chatting, the League of DefenderS communicator that Lin Rui carried with 

him rang. The communication was received in front of Thor, and Jerry’s voice came through Lin Rui’s 

headset. 

“Mirage Knight, there is news about the Magic Cube!” As soon as the communication was connected, 

Jerry told Lin Rui a piece of very important news. 

Brush! 

The expression on Lin Rui’s face suddenly became serious when he heard Jerry’s news and the aura on 

his body became very sharp. Thor, who was standing next to Lin Rui, clearly noticed the change in Lin 

Rui, and his eyes flashed unnoticeably. 

“Fortunately, Jackson didn’t agree with my request just now. Otherwise, I would really not be able to 

beat him today! Now it gives me time to buffer, next time, I must overpower him!” Thor thought silently 

in his heart as he felt Lin Rui’s powerful aura. 

“Where?” Not aware of Thor’s change of thoughts after seeing his aura, Lin Rui asked Jerry on the other 

side of the communicator. 

“In Siberia! It was first discovered by X-Men, and now the place has been initially blocked.” Upon 

hearing Lin Rui’s question, Jerry quickly answered, and incidentally answered another question that Lin 

Rui hadn’t asked yet. 

“Siberia? In that position, the distance…” Lin Rui thought of something silently when he heard Jerry’s 

answer. 

“I’m sure you’ve already told the other League of Defender members about this, right? I will return to 

the headquarters as soon as possible, and we will discuss it together then.” Finally, Lin Rui, who had a lot 

of thoughts in mind, said to Jerry. 

“Okay, Mirage Knight, I’ll be waiting for you at the base.” Hearing that Lin Rui was going back to the 

headquarters, Jerry said in a happy tone. 



“En, let me know if there’s anything else.” After saying one last sentence, Lin Rui hung up the 

communication. 

After hanging up the communication, Lin Rui’s aura has long since slowly dissipated, but the gloom in 

Thor’s eyes beside him has not yet dissipated. 

“Thor, it seems that I can’t fight with you this time.” Lin Rui suddenly looked at him and said while Thor 

had a Solemn expression on his face. 

“Did something happen?” Although Thor didn’t hear Jerry’s voice, he could easily guess that something 

had happened from Lin Rui’s expressions. 

“Yes, speaking of it, this matter has a slight relationship with you, or it has a slight relationship with 

Asgard.” Lin Rui replied with a smile when he heard Thor’s words. 

“Huh? It has something to do with Asgard? What’s the matter?” Thor was very interested when he 

heard this. 

“Magic Cube, I wonder if you have heard of it?” 

Chapter 677 Guarantee 

“Magic Cube, I don’t know if you have heard of it?” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Thor’s relaxed eyes 

suddenly became serious again. 

Just now, Lin Rui didn’t plan to tell Thor about the Magic Cube. After all, Lin Rui knew if Thor knew that 

Magic Cube was on Earth, and he had seen it before and had come in contact with it. He would pay 

attention to the Magic Cube and he would finally bring the Magic Cube back to Asgard. But now, Lin Rui 

said it. 

On the one hand, Thor can’t go back to Asgard at this time, on the other hand, the Magic Cube wouldn’t 

have much of an effect on Asgard. 

Thor may take it and put it in Odin’s Vault but that may not happen. And the Magic Cube used to be in 

Asgard, so maybe Thor knows it better and can help Lin Rui find it and even control it. 

“So it’s the Magic Cube. The thing that the father left on the Earth was finally discovered!” Thor 

continued to speak in a deep tone after some time. 

As a very special atrium in the Nine Realms, Asgard has been closely connected with the Earth since 

ancient times. There are myths and legends about Asgard in various historical periods of the Earth, and 

many of them are true. 

The Magic Cube, which belongs to Asgard, was left on the earth by Odin many years ago. As for why he 

left the Magic Cube on the earth, no one really knows this. 

“Well, it’s that Magic Cube. The Magic Cube was discovered many years ago, but it has been under the 

control of an organization named Hydra during that time. After we destroyed Hydra, the Magic Cube 

was accidentally lost, and we have only discovered some of its traces.” Lin Rui continued after carefully 

observing Thor’s expression. 



It seems that Thor does not have much interest in Magic Cube right now. Although an Infinity Stone 

possesses very powerful power, Thor himself is also very powerful. If he fully awakened his powers then 

he will not need an Infinity Stone to improve his powers. 

And as the Prince of Asgard, Thor also knows about Infinity Stones. Although these Six Infinity Stones 

contain infinite power, they restrict each other to maintain balance in the Universe. 

So even when the Magic Cube was in Asgard before, Odin didn’t use it to improve his strength and he 

just put it in his treasury. 

On the one hand, with Odin’s strength, he doesn’t need the Magic Cube that much. Another aspect is 

that this kind of cosmic-level treasure is too related, Odin will not destroy the balance of the universe in 

order to enhance the strength. 

“Jackson, do you want to get Magic Cube so that you can use it to improve your power?” Thor looked at 

him and asked after hearing Lin Rui’s words. 

Thor didn’t ask Lin Rui why he was looking for Magic Cube, because Thor knew that his mysterious 

friend must know the fact that the magic Cube is an Infinity Stone. 

“This is just one aspect. The energy and some technologies contained in Magic Cube are what we 

urgently need. After getting the Magic Cube, our strength will be greatly improved in a short period of 

time. In addition, this kind of thing must be in our hands for us to feel assured. Who knows what harm 

the Magic Cube will cause if it gets in the hands of some people with ulterior motives?” Lin Rui answered 

seriously when he heard Thor’s question. 

“Your thoughts are indeed correct. The Magic Cube can indeed greatly improve the technology of the 

Earth. But are you really sure that you can control such a treasure?” Thor continued to ask without 

minding Lin Rui’s words. 

The Magic Cube has been kept in Asgard’s Treasure Vault for many years, and no one has thought of 

fighting for it. That’s because Asgard is very powerful, and Odin is strong enough to shock the entire 

Nine Realms and even some of the powerful entities in the Universe are afraid of him. 

However, Earth is only a small human planet and technological civilization is still in the early stages of 

development. Although some top technologies can even catch up with the levels of other civilizations in 

the universe due to some special reasons, the technology of the overall civilization is still at a relatively 

low level. 

Relying on the current earth, if other people in the universe discovered the Magic Cube then the Earth 

will suffer an unexpected crisis. 

“Thor, you’re talking about a threat from the universe, right? That’s something I’ve been thinking 

about.” Hearing Thor’s question, Lin Rui’s tone also deepened a lot. 

“However, the Magic Cube has become a reality on the earth, and it is impossible for us to give up such 

an opportunity. So, if there is really any crisis then we will do everything possible to prepare for it! 

Perhaps, those threats will find that the Earth is not as vulnerable as it seems.” Speaking of the back, Lin 

Rui suddenly burst out with pride. 



Maybe there are a lot of strong enemies in the Universe, and they are all eyeing up the Earth, but Lin Rui 

will not be afraid! He has been fighting to protect the Earth all this time. 

He would not allow others to disturb the stability of the Earth. If there is a threat, Lin Rui will take the 

lead and solve it with his team and friends! 

“Good! Jackson, I knew I was right about you! If that happens, don’t forget me as a friend. I, Thor 

Odinson have always been a good friend!” Thor also spoke out loudly when he heard Lin Rui’s words. 

“Then you have to hurry up and recover your powers. I have a hunch that this day will not come too 

late.” Lin Rui says with a smile after hearing Thor’s assurance. 

“Don’t worry, I won’t let the Father and you down! I want to return to Asgard to join Loki soon!” Thor 

said seriously while squeezing his fist. 

“Good, then let’s go back now. I’ve only just gotten home and I’m going out again, and I have to make a 

good excuse to my dad to do so.” Then, Lin Rui had gone back in the direction of his home. 

“Why don’t you just say I have an urgent need to ask you for help? It was an accident that I came today 

anyway.” Thor spoke as he followed Lin Rui. 

“Hoh, let’s do that.” Lin Rui also smiled and replied. 

Half an hour later, Lin Rui and Thor were out the door with a very enthusiastic and reluctant admonition 

from Lin Rui’s dad. 

Driving Tony’s Silver Sports Car, Lin Rui drove Thor out of the house. If it weren’t for the convertible top 

of the car, someone as big as Thor wouldn’t have been easy to fit in. 

After dropping Thor off at the stray dog home, Lin Rui quickly rushed to League of Defenders’ base. 

Although it was a side trip, Lin Rui arrived on time at the League of Defender’s base, except for 

Spiderman Peter, who had not yet been released by Tony, everyone else had already arrived. 

“Daredevil, long time no see!” Lin Rui smiled and walked over as he saw the familiar figure at the door. 

It has been a long time since Daredevil joined SHIELD as an intermediary between the League of 

Defenders and SHIELD. 

Chapter 678 Once More 

Just after Lin Rui spoke, the figure in front of him slowly turned around. 

“Mirage Knight, you are late. Also, didn’t we just meet at SHIELD’s headquarters the other day?” 

Daredevil said with a deep voice while looking at Lin Rui. 

Daredevil was also worried when Lin Rui disappeared for the second time and he could only use 

SHIELD’s power to find him. 

After Lin Rui returned, Daredevil only met him in a hurry at SHIELD. At that time, Tony was still in a coma 

because of Venom’s affairs. The first thing Lin Rui did after returning was to go to SHIELD to heal Tony, 

and he also met Daredevil there. 



“Er … it seems, I forgot!” Hearing Daredevil’s words, Lin Rui said awkwardly. 

At that time Lin Rui was focused upon Tony and Daredevil also did not say anything else to himself so Lin 

Rui really didn’t pay much attention to him. 

However, Lin Rui now has some different thoughts when he looks at Daredevil. Daredevil is standing in 

front of him but he could barely detect his existence. It seems that Daredevil has awakened a special 

ability to make people ignore his existence. 

“Could this be Daredevil’s enhanced ability?” Lin Rui thought silently in his heart after simply observing 

Daredevil in front of him. 

After Daredevil entered the Avengers as a liaison between the League of Defenders and SHIELD, Lin Rui 

has been unclear about some of Daredevil’s strength progress. 

However, Lin Rui had already given Daredevil the Advanced Internal Strength Training Method before, 

and his current strength should also be greatly improved. It seems that apart from Lin Rui himself, other 

members of the League of Defenders are rapidly growing. 

“Spiderman has something to do so he isn’t here and everyone else has already arrived.” Not paying 

attention to Lin Rui’s observation of himself, Daredevil continued to speak. 

“Eh, then let’s go in. About this Magic Cube, I still have to talk to you guys about it.” Lin Rui nodded 

when he heard Daredevil’s words. 

Then, the two walked side by side into the base of the League of Defenders. 

… 

Huhu! 

Boom! 

Just as Lin Rui and Daredevil walked into the interior of League of Defender’s base side by side, a sound 

of an apparent fight was heard. Then, Daredevil and Lin Rui, who had only just walked into the lobby, 

had a figure smashed quickly in front of their eyes. 

“Ah, Jack, you bastard! ” Lin Rui and Daredevil also heard a voice of annoyance as the figure smashed 

over. 

Seeing that the figure flying backward was about to smash into him and Daredevil, Lin Rui took a step 

forward and then extended his upper arm. 

Pū! 

In the next moment, Lin Rui caught the figure that smashed towards him. It seemed that there was 

something unexpected about the strength behind this figure as an unexpected look flashed in his eyes 

and then his arms slightly contracted as he used a bit more strength. 

Phoo~ 



Lin Rui, who used some strength, finally caught the person who had hit him and then put him on the 

ground. Then Lin Rui looked up to the front of the hall. 

“Jack, what are you doing?” Lin Rui raised an eyebrow and asked curiously while looking at the light 

shield that was formed by the convergence of golden light in his hand. 

Buzzing~ 

Seeing that Lin Rui and Daredevil had arrived, Jack directly dissipated the magic light shield in his hand 

and Jack smiled as he looked at the man who fell beside Lin Rui. 

“It’s just that Deadpool seemed very curious about my ability and wanted to experience it by himself.” 

Call! 

Hearing Jack’s words, the figure lying at Lin Rui’s feet violently jumped up and said, “Jack, we agreed to 

simply have fun! You’re beating me up for no reason!” 

The person who jumped up from the ground was obviously Deadpool. After returning to the League of 

Defender base, Deadpool was very interested in Jack’s newly learned magic and he had pestered Jack to 

show him. 

Jack was so irritated that he had no choice but to make a few magic tricks to show Deadpool. 

But Deadpool also wants to take advantage of the situation and wanted to compare his strength against 

Jack. But, Jack, who is so powerful, beat Deadpool to the ground with just a few moves. 

“Haha, Deadpool, you wouldn’t have been much better than Jack even if he hadn’t learned magic. Now, 

what gives you the confidence to provoke a Mutant who had learned magic?” Lin Rui looked at 

Deadpool with a smile upon hearing Jack and Deadpool’s words and asked. 

“That was what I’m curious about! Mirage Knight, have you forgotten how we came back from that 

Alien Planet?” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Deadpool jumped onto a sofa and angrily spoke. 

This is not the first time that Deadpool had seen the power of Sorcerers, but he didn’t care much about 

them before. But that all changed when he accidentally went to another Planet with Lin Rui and 

experienced a cruel experience on a different planet. 

Deadpool then realized his low strength. Finally, the power of Ancient One shook Deadpool even more. 

Having seen Ancient One use magic to fight against that huge Tentacle Monster that can almost destroy 

a planet, Deadpool became very interested in this magical and powerful magic. 

“So, how do you feel now that you have experienced it?” Of course, Lin Rui knew what Deadpool was 

talking about, so he asked with a smile on his face. 

“Strong! And not generally strong either! This kind of Magic can be used in Close Combat or distant 

attacks, it’s really a very good ability!” Hearing Lin Rui’s question, Deadpool said with a serious nod. 

“It would be great if I could learn it too!” In the end, Deadpool added such a sentence. 



“Okay, you can talk about magic later. Moreover, this thing is not something you can learn even if you 

want to. However, you can ask Jack later.” Lin Rui had found his sofa and sat on it while waving his hand 

in Deadpool’s direction. 

He didn’t come here this time to discuss the issue of Sorcerers and Magic. 

“I don’t think Deadpool is suitable for learning magic,” Jack said with a flash of light in his eyes when he 

heard Lin Rui’s words. 

The Sorcerers have very strict conditions for accepting disciples. People who are indifferent like 

Deadpool would not even be able to enter the New York Sanctum Gate. 

“Mirage Knight, I’m glad you are back.” After Lin Rui sat down, Harry, who had not spoken a moment 

ago, looked at him and said with a smile. 

“Haha, I’m also happy about that!” Lin Rui replied with a smile while looking at Harry. 

Then, except for Spiderman, the other members of the League of Defenders were all in their place or 

standing or sitting looking at Mirage Knight in the center. They hadn’t been together like this for a while. 

“They are my friends and Teammates!” Lin Rui glanced around and thought with some emotion in his 

heart. 

“En? What’s that?” Just when Lin Rui was about to talk about the Magic Cube, his eyes suddenly caught 

an object in the corner of the hall. 

Chapter 679 Mysterious Person 

Just as Lin Rui was about to tell everyone about the Magic Cube, his eyes suddenly caught a glimpse of a 

corner behind Deadpool. On the ground in that corner, an object that looked like a figure was lying on 

the ground. 

Lin Rui simply sensed that it was really a person! However, this is League of Defender’s base, how come 

outsiders come in here? And it seems that the figure had not sneaked in because it is obvious that the 

person is in an abnormal state. 

“Uh… Mirage Knight, what are you talking about?” Deadpool, who was sitting across from him, asked in 

a low and embarrassed-filled voice when he heard Lin Rui’s words. 

“I said, there seems to be someone over there. Haven’t you found him in all this time?” Lin Rui 

continued while pointing his finger at the position of the figure. 

In fact, after hearing Deadpool’s words, Lin Rui could probably guess how that person came to be in 

here as it might be related to Deadpool. 

Because if it was someone who unexpectedly appeared here then Jerry would be the first to find out, 

and then Jack and the others would definitely deal with it before he came here. 

But now that person was lying there so obviously, and Deadpool was the first to speak when he found 

out. Therefore, the existence of that person must have something to do with Deadpool. 



Deadpool was silent when he heard Lin Rui’s words. But Jack and Harry both laughed, while Daredevil 

and Jerry didn’t laugh. 

Daredevil didn’t laugh because he hadn’t found that person before Lin Rui spoke and he didn’t know 

what was going on. Jerry obviously knew the situation but he was holding back a smile. 

“No one is going to explain it to me?” Seeing the expressions of Jack and the others, Lin Rui intended to 

put the Magic Cube matter aside for a short while and then asked. 

“It’s better to let Deadpool explain this matter to you, we don’t know how to explain it anyway.” 

Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Jack laughed and pointed at Deadpool as he spoke. 

“Hey! Why let me explain!?” Seeing Jack pointing at him, Deadpool shouted in dissatisfaction. 

“If you don’t explain, who will? You obviously bought that guy here!” Jack rudely spoke when he heard 

Deadpool’s dissatisfaction shouting. 

Phoo~ 

Deadpool slumped helplessly on the sofa hearing Jack’s words. 

“Deadpool, what’s the deal with that guy? You didn’t bring a dead guy to our base, right?” Hearing Jack’s 

words, Lin Rui’s eyes flickered as he looked at Deadpool and asked. 

By now, Lin Rui had also carefully sensed the guy in that corner. However, that guy’s situation made Lin 

Rui feel very puzzled. For an ordinary person, that person should have been dead or already about to 

die. 

But there was clearly life in him, and it was still growing. And that person’s physical quality is also far 

beyond ordinary people, at least, he will not lose to Mutant like Deadpool. So, that person can’t be an 

ordinary person. 

“Who said he is dead! He is clearly alive!” Deadpool shouted unhappily when he heard Lin Rui’s words. 

“Well, regardless of whether he is dead or alive, you should explain the situation to me. I have other 

things to say, so don’t delay.” Lin Rui told Deadpool to hurry up. 

No matter what the situation was with that guy, Lin Rui felt it would be good to deal with it early. And 

looking at Jack and the others’ reaction, it shouldn’t be a big deal either. 

“Well, I brought that guy back from the battlefield two days ago. I didn’t know what was wrong at the 

time but when I saw him lying down there, a sudden urge took over me and I felt that this guy is very 

special and it was as if he has some connection with me.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Deadpool finally got 

serious and explained the origin of that person in a few words. 

Lin Rui was stunned when he heard Deadpool’s answer. He also guessed where Deadpool got the guy, 

but he really didn’t expect him to get him back from the battlefield two days ago. 

Speaking of the battle two days ago, Deadpool didn’t help much, so he went to clean the battlefield. 

Deadpool did think he didn’t help that day, so he moved back alone because he felt unhappy? 



However, this approach is too strange, is there really something special about the guy that Deadpool 

carried back? Lin Rui was stunned for a moment and thought silently in his heart. 

“The members of the X-Men and the Mutants Brotherhood left unharmed from the battle two days ago. 

Although the SHIELD team led by Rogers suffered a lot of injuries, they all went back intact in one piece. 

As for Mr. Stark, he only lost a couple of Armors. Then, there are only two possibilities for the identity of 

the guy who was carried back by Deadpool. On the one hand, he can be one of Stryker’s modified 

Mutants, on the other hand, he can be the person who was secretly sent to the battlefield by the 

military.” Lin Rui has already expressed some of his thoughts. 

“We all think the same way, but whether he is one of Stryker’s experiments or from the military side, 

they are all inside the US Military.” Harry continued after hearing Lin Rui’s words. 

It was because of guessing that the person came from this way that they didn’t care about him in the 

past two days and they also didn’t give him any Recovery Serum for this reason and they just let him live 

and die there. 

However, Jack and the others have carefully checked him and that person is clearly not an ordinary 

person, and he can recover on his own. Had it not been for Deadpool, Jack and the others would have 

already told Lin Rui about this situation. 

“En, so, we actually don’t need to do anything for this guy, we can just deal with him.” Lin Rui continued 

after nodding his head. 

“Hey! You guys don’t really want to keep him lying there, do you?” Hearing Lin Rui and Harry’s 

conversation, Deadpool spoke while feeling a little dissatisfied. 

Although Deadpool’s special feeling weakened a lot after he carried that guy back, he still felt that there 

was some sort of connection between that person and him. So, no matter what that guy’s identity is, 

Deadpool can’t watch him fend for himself. 

“Deadpool, if he is really someone under Stryker’s control or someone from the Military, do you really 

think it is okay to let him stay with us?” Lin Rui didn’t understand Deadpool’s strange reaction. 

Deadpool was originally a person who didn’t take anyone’s life so seriously, so his current behavior was 

a little strange. 

“Well, what if he is not under Stryker or someone from the Military? Maybe he just appeared there 

accidentally. Did you say hello to each other in advance before the fight? Maybe he just got involved by 

accident.!” There was inexplicable anxiety in his heart as Deadpool retorted with a stiff neck. 

Hearing Deadpool’s sophistry explanation, Lin Rui suddenly looked at him and blinked a few times, as if 

thinking of something, “Could it be that this guy really has something special…” 

“Well, if you really think so then we will not deal with him. However, you would be in charge of this guy 

during the time he is in the Guardian base. You would be responsible for any problems.” Finally, Lin Rui 

decided to give some time to see the development of this matter. 

“Okay, I would be responsible for him!” 

“Okay, next, let’s get into the main topic of this meeting, about the Magic Cube…” 



Chapter 680 Another 

Lin Rui then spent more than an hour with Daredevil and others to carefully explain the status of Magic 

Cube and Infinity Stone in the universe. After that, he also explained the crisis and opportunity that 

Magic Cube would bring to the Earth. Then, how Lin Rui plans to cooperate with SHIELD and X-Men and 

Tony to use the power of the Magic Cube to enhance their respective strengths. 

“It turns out that Magic Cube is such a powerful thing! I thought it was just an item with some Spatial 

Energy!” Harry said with a shocked expression on his face after hearing Lin Rui’s explanation. 

Although Jack and Daredevil besides Harry didn’t speak, one could tell that they were also shocked. 

Obviously, their previous views on Magic Cube could not have been so amazing. 

“So, Mirage Knight you mean we have to use Magic Cube’s power to quickly develop Earth’s strength so 

that we can deal with possible threats in the universe in the future?” The shock in his eyes slowly 

dissipated, and Daredevil suddenly opened his mouth to ask. 

“That’s right, this is a huge opportunity for us. If we go by Earth’s current development progress then 

when the danger comes, we won’t have much power to resist at all. Moreover, the threat is not 

something that we can say that it might come, but that it will definitely come!” Hearing Daredevil’s 

words, Lin Rui replied with a serious look in his eyes. 

“A crisis from the universe!! I really am looking forward to it!” Jack whispered after Lin Rui finished 

speaking. 

Since joining the ranks of Sorcerers, Jack’s vision has long been no longer limited to the small place of 

the Earth. 

After all, the Sorcerers are responsible for protecting the earth and even this universe from other 

dimensions. Jack already knew the size of the universe after he joined the Sorcerers. The earth they 

were on was just a very insignificant civilized planet in this Galaxy. 

Originally, Jack thought he was the first person in the League of Defenders to come into contact with 

this level of information, but he did not expect that Mirage Knight to have known this situation a long 

time ago, and he seemed to know more about the future. 

Lin Rui’s eyes flashed when he heard Jack’s words. Other people who don’t know much about the 

universe will certainly not react as expected when they hear this news for the first time. 

It should be a kind of fear for strange things. However, Lin Rui also has a strong sense of expectation in 

his heart like Jack. He very much hopes to take the earth out of the starry sky with his own efforts and 

towards the outer infinite universe. 

“So, this is a crisis and an opportunity. How can we ensure that this is an opportunity and avoid crises? 

Our greatest guarantee would be our strength. Only when our strength is raised to the point where we 

are not afraid of any future crises then we can take the Earth and involve ourselves in the important 

matters of the Universe. “Lin Rui said in a serious tone as his eyes swept across the people in front of 

him. 

Phoo~ 



An aura of power also rushed out of Lin Rui’s body when he said these words, it was as if his whole body 

had become a sword that is about to soar into the sky. 

“Yes! We have to take this opportunity!” Harry was the first to express his opinion. 

After Harry, both Daredevil and Jack also released their aura and surfaced their own force field. 

However, Deadpool, who had also listened to it, remained silent. 

“That…” Just when Lin Rui and others were upset because of Deadpool’s silence, he spoke in a weird 

tone. 

Brush! 

After Deadpool opened his mouth, Lin Rui and others’ eyes were instantly fixed on him. 

“Now there is only news about the Magic Cube, and we haven’t actually found it yet…” Deadpool said 

with an embarrassed expression on his face as he saw Lin Rui and others staring at him. 

… 

After listening to Deadpool’s words, the momentum released by Lin Rui and others suddenly weakened. 

Obviously, the fact that Deadpool pointed out seemed to hit Lin Rui and the others a bit. 

“Yes, we haven’t really found the Magic Cube yet. However, according to the news from X-Men, we can 

have some confidence in finding the Magic Cube this time.” Lin Rui continued after calming himself 

down. 

“That means that they haven’t found it, maybe it’s another Space Portal… Mirage Knight, you should 

remember our previous encounter.” Deadpool said silently when he heard Lin Rui’s words. 

Lin Rui: “…” 

‘I seriously hope that is not the case!’ Lin Rui can only hope so in his heart. Only by getting the Magic 

Cube early can Lin Rui and their alliance’s strength be further enhanced. 

Otherwise, when the news of Magic Cube being on Earth spreads out, the earth will not remain 

peaceful. 

However, Lin Rui seems to have forgotten one very important thing, which is Deadpool’s black mouth. 

If X-Men found traces of the Magic Cube then it would have been possible to find the Magic Cube, but as 

Deadpool said, it is very likely that they only find a Space Portal. 

Dī Dī Drops~ 

Just as Lin Rui finished talking on their side, there was a quick reminder from Jerry’s computer. Then, 

Jerry’s eyes widened when he saw the message displayed on the computer screen. 

“Mirage Knight, there is news from X-Men that a stable Space Portal has been found on a snowy field in 

Siberia. They have now fully controlled the area and are not ready to move further.” Jerry told the news 

as soon as he saw it. 

Swipe! 



In the middle of Jerry’s words, the expression in Lin Rui’s eyes changed. Then, a few sharp eyes shot 

towards Deadpool’s face. Although Deadpool was wearing a suit and a mask at this time, he still felt a 

tingling sensation on his face. 

“That damn Black Mouth!…” Lin Rui finally said helplessly after staring at Deadpool for a few seconds. 

“How can you blame me for this kind of thing…?” Deadpool muttered helplessly when he heard Lin Rui’s 

tone. However, halfway through the mutter, he shut his mouth as he saw the sharp look in the eyes of 

the others. 

“Jerry, have the people sent from SHIELD’s side arrived at Siberia?” Lin Rui asked Jerry without caring 

about Deadpool. 

“Yeah, SHIELD has already had three squads there and they have also established a temporary small 

base there with the X-Men. This time, they found that the location of the Space Portal is in the far north 

of Siberia.” Jerry quickly replied after hearing Lin Rui’s words. 

“Then if this is the case then we should also set off. Now that a Space Portal has appeared again, I hope 

that the Magic Cube will be there.” Lin Rui stood up from the sofa as he spoke. 

Following Lin Rui, Jack and the others also stood up. Of course, Deadpool stood up very positively, but 

Lin Rui looked at him with a weird look in his eyes. 

“Deadpool, you should stay here.” Lin Rui suddenly said. 

Deadpool: “…” 

 


